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Public literacy about agriculture: 
What is it? What is it for? 

At one time, most of the U.S. population were either 
farmers or indirectly involved in agriculture. Today’s farm 
population comprises just 2% of the U.S. population. In 
1860, the American farmer produced, on average, enough 
food and fiber for himself and four other people; by 1900, 
the ratio was 1 to 7; by 1940,l to 11; by 1960,l to 25. By 
1985, each farmer produced enough food and fiber to sup- 
port 80 people, 25 of them living in other countries. 

increase in productivity. However, there is an increasing 
concern in agriculture that the diminishing number of 
Americans in fanning will mean reduced support for these 
policies. Indeed, since so few Americans are directly in- 
volved in the production of food or fiber, the general popu- 
lation is under-informed about both agriculture and the 
contribution it makes to our prosperity and standard of liv- 
ing. For example, school children from urban areas may 
think of food as coming from a supermarket rather than 
from a farm. 

While it is true that an uninformed electorate may under- 
mine agriculture’s immediate interests (for instance, by fail- 
ing to support public policies viewed as ”good for agricul- 
ture), there are also societal issues at stake. Professionals in 
agriculture have a iole to play, not only in helping to assure 
our own survival/ but also in building a scientific and agri- 
cultural literacy among today’s young people. This effort at 
increasing agricultural literacy will have many benefits in- 
cluding: 

A citizenry that is better-informed about the public 
policy choices they must make affecting agricultural pro- 
duction, land-use, food safety and the environment; 
w A large body of young adults who are familiar with basic 
science concepts, aware of their practical application, and 
excited about selecting careers in science; and 
w The next generation of scientists devoted to solving the 
problems faced by agriculture, food science and technology, 
nutritional science, natural resources and environmental 
sciences. The potential benefits include research gains lead- 
ing to improved products of all kinds, and the increased 
economic competitiveness of our country. 

Californians have undertaken a number of activities that 
support these goals. Some are taking place in local school 
districts, either alone or with the assistance of UC Coopera- 
tive Extension staff. 

network of educators committed to strengthenhg agricul- 
tural literacy. In California, “Ag in the Classroom” is spon- 
sored by the California Foundation for Ag in the Class- 
room, created by the California Farm Bureau. Local 
programs are jointly conducted by local school districts, UC 

Public policy in this country has generally supported this 

One of the programs is “Ag In the Classroom”, a national 

Cooperative Extension, and county Farm Bureaus. Schools 
may either participate in ongoing curricular activities or opt 
for short-term activities, such as “Farm Day”, designed to 
introduce agriculture to elementary school students. In ad- 
dition, teacher-trainees at 33 California colleges and univer- 
sities (which graduate the majority of the state’s teachers), 
will receive an overview of agriculture in the elementary 
curriculum. 

On a smaller scale, ”Agademics” is a program developed 
by Cooperative Extension 4-H Youth Development Advi- 
sors. ”Agademics” attempts to reinforce basic math and sci- 
ence skills with elementary-age youth by using applied 
projects related to agriculture. Currently the program oper- 
ates in a few Northern California schools. A recent example 
of the interest in increasing agricultural literacy is Marin 
County Cooperative Extension’s receipt of a grant from the 
Marin Community Foundation to develop an agricultural 
literacy packet in English and Spanish, and to conduct 
teacher workshops for Marin County schools. These efforts 
are both small in scale, but lend themselves well to replica- 
tion in other areas. 

Finally, Cooperative Extension is involved in public 
policy education. This effort began in the form of issue dis- 
cussions concerning public policies critical to agriculture, 
such as water quantity and quality, and land use. In recent 
years, however, the effort has broadened to encompass edu- 
cation about the public’s decision-making role in urban 
growth and development, nuisance abatement, food safety 
and environmental impacts. This program does not simply 
provide the agricultural interests’ point of view, but sets up 
a framework in which participants can hear a variety of 
viewpoints on a given subject, and evaluate potential conse- 
quences of alternative decisions. Perhaps most promising of 
all our efforts in this area is that our advisors with public 
policy skills are now able to work with groups with dia- 
metrically opposed views. Programs of this sort are in their 
infancy in Cooperative Extension, but our staff are commit- 
ted to them as an avenue for improving public education 
and awareness. 

of the academic staff of the Division of Agriculture and 
Natural Resources to meet the needs of the public for edu- 
cation in agriculture. These activities are an important be- 
ginning in our effort to use agricultural issues to improve 
public understanding of science and technology. Such 
awareness will not only provide us with the next generation 
of applied and basic scientists to work on the agricultural 
problems of the 21st century, but will provide the nation 
with a more effective workforce, better prepared for careers 
in an ever-more sophisticated technological environment. 

This description of programs illustrates the commitment 
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